Smart Self-Assembled Nanosystem Based on Water-Soluble Pillararene and Rare-Earth-Doped Upconversion Nanoparticles for pH-Responsive Drug Delivery.
Exploring novel drug delivery systems with good stability and new structure to integrate pillararene and upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) into one system continues to be an important challenge. Herein, we report a novel preparation of a supramolecular upconversion nanosystem via the host-guest complexation based on carboxylate-based pillar[5]arene (WP5) and 15-carboxy-N,N,N-trialkylpentadecan-1-ammonium bromide (1)-functionalized UCNPs to produce WP5⊃1-UCNPs that can be loaded with the chemotherapeutic drug doxorubicin (DOX). Importantly, the WP5 on the surface of the drug-loaded nanosystem can be efficiently protonated under acidic conditions, resulting in the collapse of the nanosystem and drug release. Moreover, cellular uptake confirms that the nanosystem can enter human cervical cancer (HeLa) cells, resulting in drug accumulation in the cells. More importantly, cytotoxicity experiments demonstrated the excellent biocompatibility of WP5⊃1-UCNPs without loading DOX and that the nanosystem DOX-WP5⊃1-UCNPs exhibited an ability of killing HeLa cells effectively. We also investigated magnetic resonance imaging and upconversion luminescence imaging, which may be employed as visual imaging agents in cancer diagnosis and treatment. Thus, in the present work, we show a simple yet powerful strategy to combine UCNPs and pillar[5]arene to produce a unified nanosystem for dual-mode bioimaging-guided therapeutic applications.